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ould we fall in love with doubt? Many feel we are living in
dark times, despair creeps in as things get worse and collective sorrow rises. Others feel relieved, finally welcoming
the crumbling of an obsolete and unsustainable way of

WHAT’S UP
A

E

very emotion, reasoning or decision in my life has gone
through my body. Movement, space, and interaction with
objects and the environment have a major impact on how I
think. Moving activates the senses, increases perceptions,

and brings new information.

good friend of mine and I were reflecting about the

ideas and thoughts, which pass through us every
day. In this flow, some entities (people and organizations) have learned to emerge as those who

relating with life on Earth.

can represent points of knowledge - gurus, experts, influencers. You

Often, these feelings coexist, together with the many others sprouting

name it!

from the uniqueness of each person’s inner soil. Uncertainty becomes

There is even a level of conversation about who the top thinkers are,

unbearable, to the point of denial for some of us—a desperate attempt

and through this discussion, the role of those celebrated on those

to hold the grip on stability and certainty, at any cost.

lists is strengthened in a vicious circle.
But if we look below the surface, we can see that out of the spot-

Yet, doubt is a precious resource, one that we need to nurture. Our

light there are still people who play their role beyond time and the

relationship with the liminality of doubt should be treasured. Respect,

turmoil of our years. They are Masters. People who patiently culti-

humility, care, are all born right there. What if we open-up to the reality

vated wisdom, not just knowledge, through disciplined and humble

of life as a huge, boundless and sacred whole, complex way beyond our

practice. Their voices neither scream nor try in any way to claim the

understanding. What if we fall in love with not-knowing, with doubt?

right to be more true than others. They are people whose action is

importance of facilitation skills, since at the end

not aimed at appearing on the front pages of the newspapers. Indeed,

of the day, we all work with people and there will

We are literally living through an unprecedented crossroads for our

they are often low-backed, bent on taking care of the vital fruit of

always be occasions when they will be necessary. So,

civilization. New questions are arising, along with new implications

what is needed.

I started to reflect about what I consider good facilitation and who

for our responses to the old ones. Cheap answers are no longer an

These people are not outside the logic of the world, and indeed some-

I think good facilitators are.

option. No more plan-and-control. No more models and theories to

times it happens that some of them are illuminated by the same

solve our problems. No more externalities, selling, conquering, recruiting,

spotlights that they, in no way, wish to have on them. And it is in

When I think about good facilitation, I can recall some sensations

certifying, strategy-making. No more cultural and economic coloni-

those moments that their soul shows the difference that makes the

like when I felt welcomed in the space of the session or when I felt

alism. Enough with all of that. It needs to come undone.

difference.

For a while I believed it was a subjective experience derived from my
athletic background, but I’ve found that it doesn’t just happen to me.

e are immersed in a very rich flow of content,

It is scientifically proven that when the body becomes active and

not obliged to share something just because we “have to” and,

interacts with the environment and objects, it triggers chem-

most important, it was when I really felt heard when it was my

These times call for humility, care, respect. They call for the beauty of

Instead of using that energy to elevate themselves, they direct it to

ical, physiological and neurological changes that contribute to the

moment to share, discuss and contribute for the same goal.

heartfelt and meaningful gestures. For the beauty of patient and loving

the places where they have worked all their lives, illuminating the

care, of presence, of being, way over knowing.

fruit of their rigor and discipline. And thanks to this, they support

formation of thought. In some cases, new connections are created.
Feeling part of a whole and feeling listened to, are key aspects, I

A beauty to fall in love with. And it is happening

entire systems of relationships to emerge.

think. On the other hand, I don’t like when a workshop or a meeting

already, the world over. The time has come. Let’s

Like a tree that draws energy from sunlight and

So, why do we spend years sitting at a desk at school and then around

seems to have already being decided and your participation feels

just let go. Let’s make doubt our treasure—let’s

redistributes it through the intricate network of

a meeting table? Why are taking notes and writing on a keyboard the

pointless.

Thinking is not just an operation of the brain.

STELIO
VERZERA

only gestures contemplated?

allow it to regenerate our inner soil.

EMANUELE
RAPISARDA

roots and fungi to all the other plants that are
growing in its shadow.

People like me could be a nightmare for some facilitators because I

This I believe is what we need. Not giants who

Interacting with objects means intentionally transforming the envi-

am, usually, one of the silent ones. Actually, my mind is very talk-

intentionally obscure their surroundings to rise

ronment to get where the mind alone cannot go.

ative and keeps wandering in thoughts, and this is why I prefer

higher than others. But Masters, who exercise

Let’s try to consider space as a tool and the interaction as part of

to properly synthesize and share them only if I assume they are

their mastery with patience in supporting the

the process. Moving post-it notes around on the board to see how

important in some way.

emergence of new life.

content relates is literally managing information and understanding
That said, I think a good facilitator is used to this, and many other

its meaning more deeply.

WORK HARD. PLAY HARDER

types of human approaches. Facilitating requires a clear compreLet’s do it with kids in the classroom and with colleagues at work.

hension of the goal to be achieved, a deep listening of the context,

What would it change? It would be completely different, believe me!

and the ability to reshape activities based on how the group is

On the essential role of the body as a constituent element of thought,

moving together.

COCOON LABS

Antonio Damasio writes:
“Surprising as it may sound, the mind exists

When I think of a good facilitator, I see a person

in and for an integrated organism; our minds

with a mix of knowledge, experience and soft

would not be the way they are if it were not for

skills. A person that can create a space where
different people can join together and shape

the interplay of body and brain during evolu-

ALESSANDRA
CIANCHETTINI

MILUSKA
OJEDA

tion, during individual development, and at the
current moment”.
Handle an object to think: a simple action that
becomes revolutionary.
Can we start?
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SOME OF OUR HIGHLIGHTS FOR THE SECOND HALF OF 2021

their next future.

3 ACTIVE LABS
16 PEOPLE INVOLVED
3 COUNTRIES INVOLVED
TALKING ABOUT US
ABOUT THE CHOICE
CONFERENCE 2021

CREATION SPACES

1 OHANA MEETUP
1 CHOICE CONFERENCE
AGILE SELF
LEARNING BOOK
3

CP OPEN GOVERNANCE

3 NEW CONTRIBUTORS
9 PEOPLE SHIFTS
5 COUNTRIES INVOLVED
ALMALAUREA
RETREAT
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COCOON PRO

We are glad to share the pages of this number of Cocooners
with the Mondragon University, one of the most innovative
entrepreneurship and innovation centers in the world, part
of the Mondragon Group, a worldwide ecosystemic case study for the practical application of cooperativism economy.

WEB
HIGHLIGHTS

DIMENSIONS
AND UNIVERSES FOR

TEAM-PRENEUR
CHANGEMAKERS
AN ARTICLE BY MONDRAGON UNIVERSITY

Happen, a true story
Produced by Cocoon Pro for its 10th anniversary, Happen
is indeed the story of many people all around the world.
This is a unique moment for all of those who have been

Mondragon Team Academy

preparing for now helping educe what is finally ripe to happen.

It might seem contradictory to talk about hope for

in our Mondragon Team Academy (MTA) team-pre-

legal, financial, and digital skills in the company

more relevant organizations at a time when some

neurs ecosystem, forming part of the Leadership in

dimension, while the individual and team dimen-

talk about WW3 is lurking in the shadows. Are we

Entrepreneurship and Innovation (LEINN) degree.

sions include specialization and team learning

Although we believe in “lighting a match rather than
complaining about darkness”, as the Mondragon
cooperative founder Arizmendiarrieta said, we are

speaking from another dimension, from another

These teams teach us that when young people

journeys in the MTA ecosystem (Europe, Asia and

not blinded by this but encouraged to keep contin-

planet? For some it may indeed seem like it, but

challenge themselves to work in their individual

America). As they grow in teams they go further into

uously developing more inclusive and radical

changemakers are creating change and hope. If

dimension, learning to search for their purpose, they

two more Universes: 2) Cultivating Changemaker

learning frameworks.

anyone knew about hope, it would be our grand-

also achieve high performance in teams, creating

teams and 3) Startup developments that culminate

parents who survived WW2. Allow us therefore,

safe spaces where empathy and diversity allow them

with the Scaling Impact learning process.

to address these challenging times with the same

to try, test and learn with the whole company.

narrative that gave light to their darkest hours.

The three dimensions (individual, team and

Dear grandparents,

company) are based on learnings from the Finnish

Let us illuminate, in our trying times, what fills us

Tiimiakatemia Global model and we are now proto-

with hope and purpose for the future that you so

typing new learning Universes. In particular, three

often talked about. At a global scale we are seeing

Universes that serve as a learning and self-transfor-

unprecedented shifts towards a new economy:

mation framework in teams. The 1) basic Universe

“Philanthropy and the state do not have enough funds

is about gaining technical knowledge and tools in

So, during the 4 years, team-preneurs grow into
changemakers and expand the impact economy
following their team’s purpose through the organizations they co-create. Teams that learn by creating
together are capable of surpassing opposing political
views from both sides of the Basque conflict, as
teams made up of Northern and Southern Koreans
in our MTA lab in Seoul.

And what about us, what are we doing to contribute

In fact, we are fully aware
that scaling impact means being relevant in fighting
global challenges such as the climate emergency.
This is why we intertwine Learning Dimensions and
Universes, creating real impact which has brought us
to prototype impact forums, impact measurement
workshops and we are bringing impact investors
into our ecosystem. We are launching action-based
participatory research studies in the form of PhD´s
in order to document and implement what we test,
measure and learn.
Could this be the answer to address the climate
emergency? Well, we are testing it to make it one
of the relevant ones, so that we can look into the
eyes of your great-grandchildren filled with the
knowledge that we are changemakers, transforming
organizations for the betterment of people, planet,
and prosperity. In this journey, also the partners we
collaborate with are key. Partners such as Cocoon
who also believe in the power of individuals
working together to drive organizations driven by
value.
This gives us hope for a future where, in the words
of Jon Sarasua “May our dreams be worthy of your

to the positive change we want to see? Well, we are

achievements and our achievements worthy of your

fortunate to be inspired by ´teams´ that work and

dreams”.

to deal with the planet’s problems. The private sector,
which moves 5 times the amount of capital, needs to get
involved” Michael Porter (2013). “Impact investing is
the fastest growing economic sector since 2008. It is the
only mechanism capable of mobilizing the financing
and talent needed to address the 2030 Agenda and
United Nations SDGs’’ Sir. Ronald Cohen (2019).
As a result of the pandemic, the World Economic
Forum calls for a Great Reset: a wakeup call to
Re-imagine, Re-build, Redesign, Re-invigorate,
and Re-balance the economy for the benefit of the
people and the planet.

LiquidO 2011–2021: A ten
years lens on value-driven
organizing
What does real value creation mean in an interdependent
world? What does it mean for you, your company, but also for
us as human kind?

Thoughts and feelings
on the decade shift
Chronological time marks the beginning of a new decade.
Some will say that from 2019 to 2021 we took a deep dive,
others may say it was a leap.

create together, learning over 4 years through the

www.cocoon-pro.com

companies and projects they co-create. They work
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OUR STORY IS YOUR STORY
SOME DATA

LEVERAGING RESONANCE TO MAKE

RELATIONSHIPS
FLOURISH

7

FACILITATORS

4

WORKSHOP

40

PARTICIPANTS

+
YEARS OF

2

COLLABORATION

What happens when a leading employment agency and Cocoon Pro cross paths? An emergent value-driven
trajectory, evolving from a specific organizational development need, embracing a broad ecosystemic perspective
and enabling trust and resonance, to the point of partnering to deliver value together.

O

perating in

at that point gave

a complex

ground and roots to

W

e first

The Compass

engaged in

resulting from

B

y the end of 2020,

taken along that

two additional

path, more layers

2

021 was the year

most importantly,

in which their

embracing the

M

onths have

in the generative

passed and

framework of

this relationship

an Open Space

FINAL THOUGHTS

sprouts from

has continued to be

Technology involving

Can an organization operating in a highly

their own evolution

those practices:

nurtured, beyond

all of their people

institutionalized context take on the

of the potential to

met concrete reality,

an understanding

immediate needs and

and incorporating

seeds of an adaptive approach? If their

approach, both

navigate complexity

making it happen,

of wholeness at

opportunities. In fact,

a multitude of

intuition glimpses this possibility and

operational elements

was unleashed within

one step at a time

work, way beyond

it appears to have the

insightful inputs

fosters it with determination and trust,

pursuit of greater

and experiments were

and among the people.

and at their unique

fragmentation,

quality of resonance

from the ecosystem.

a whole new trajectory of ecosystemic

adaptive approach to

awareness of what

introduced, enabling

pace, with deep

siloses, command-

and recognition

Also, this is how we

evolution and resonance is actually

organizing.

the north star would

a continuous flow

understanding

and-control.

of the mutual

have recently even

within reach. This can happen in a

of their potential as

be for the next three

of feedback with

of the systemic

contribution to the

partnered to deliver

sustainable, step-by-step progression,

an organization. The

years, the group

reality. With every

complexity it entails.

larger ecosystem.

complementary

attuned to their unique pace, where

exchange we started

explored its horizon

single concrete step

People started to

This is how, at the

value to one of our

concrete practice complemented by

through the lenses

apply new practices

end of 2021, we were

clients in their own

sense-making reflections will ground

of the Ecosight

in their daily job,

invited to design

evolutionary journey.

and amplify the new dynamics.

owning them and,

and facilitate their

and highly

that aspiration and,

a 2-day, in-person

this work deeply

iterations followed,

of fear - individual

imagination and

worldview that

institutionalized

in the summer of

work session,

informed the new

and grounded that first

and systemic - were

courage to believe in

context, the

2020, we were invited

carefully involving

strategy, planting

seed. In alignment

released, and more

leadership of this

to support their

the whole staff in

the seeds for a whole

with a more adaptive

key player had

strategic reflection

the very middle of

new way to conceive

been sensing that

by facilitating a more

the pandemic. In the

the organization.

a different way to

ecosystemic and

function could enable
a higher expression

ECOSYSTEMIC
LENS

RELEASING
FEAR

Framework.

PLANTING
THE SEEDS

MAKING
IT HAPPEN

new retreat and
mid-term review of
the strategic plan,

CULTIVATING
RESONANCE

which was delivered
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Here’s to the system of value flows we work in. Our ecosystem. No initiative, tool,
competence, result can exist without roots in the liminal spaces between these
flows, between organizations, across narratives. Enjoy.

OHANA MEETUP
The evolution of work is a long and profound
journey that belongs to all of us. It is our

NURTURING SHARED VALUE

responsibility and our passion to nurture it and

The Choice Conference 2021: a
polycentric exploration of a better future
The beginning of the new decade marked a deep
dive into what is perceived as an era of unparalleled

we can do so through our ability to coalesce,
recognizing that we are a living ecosystem.
Since 2018, we have been organizing the Ohana
Meetup for the whole tribe of professionals,
game-changers, change agents, and passionate
people, as an enabler for this to happen.

interdependence and variability. But what if what is

Throughout these years we have been in Rome

now manifesting as multiple global crises is actually

and Barcelona, and when the pandemic came

just the most visible peak of the cumulative choices

around, we kept the conversation alive in a

that we have been blindly enacting for years?
The Choice Conference was born in 2019 out of the

digital edition. In 2021, we were able to meet
the tribe in person again in Bilbao (Spain), and

realization that, for our civilization to thrive in this

dance to Cocoon Pro’s 10th anniversary. Now stay tuned, as the 5th edition of the work revolution

era of Transition, new choices needed to arise, as

party is coming up on June 24-25! We can’t wait to know where we will be landing with the whole

well as new practices and new possible futures. 2020

Ohana. Check the OM website for all updates!

only made this feeling stronger. The whole world

VISIT

Ohanameetup.party

could hear the wake-up call urging for a significant
shift of our societal compass. But how to do that?
Nobody alone has the answer. The most beautiful

SPOT ON: HERE’S HOW IT FELT

future we can imagine depends on the stories we are
able to imagine and act upon together, today.

STUFF WE’VE LOVED READING!

TheCC21 came exactly for this. We wanted to open the space for a world-wide
co-created exploration of this unique moment in history, looking at the fu-

Our ecology, economic system and society at

This is the kind of quest that led thought leader

large rely on our ability to move towards more

Michelle Holliday to conceive “The Age of

life-enhancing ways of acting in the world.

Thrivability”: a book offering profound insights,

(R)evolution: separateness to
connectedness

ture from the vibrant ground of a polycentric perspective. The enthusiastic

But what would thriving look like in these

real life stories and practical guidance about

response we received in just three weeks stoked us and gave us hope. Sponta-

contexts? And what if acting in accordance to

the perspectives that are needed to steward

Giles offers an insightful talk into the paradigm shift taking place in the cor-

neously responding to a call for “people caring about shaping a better future”,
around 100 people from 18 countries on 4 continents, gathered at the end of

those principles helped our organizations and

life within any organization. A must-read for

communities achieve all of their other objec-

anyone who is deeply concerned about the

tives more effectively?

future of work, and of humanity at large.

ridors of power. Business owners and strategists are beginning to realise the

November 2021 in a distributed system of “Beats”, local events freely organized

positive outcome of treating structure like a living system, as opposed to the

to explore and learn from this turn of decade. How have we been changed?

top-down hierarchical structure that has been in place for so long.

How has work been changed? And what do we imagine this new decade will

FIND THE BOOK
by Michelle
Holliday

bring to us and to the future of our organizations?

Watch the video

The answers deeply resonated with what we

FRESH STORIES FROM MOZAIC

have narrated in HAP-

Emotion as the foundation
of strategy

PEN,

the

documovie

produced by Cocoon Pro
for its 10th anniversary,

As we head further into the new decade, we need to reflect on how the world

screened during theCC21

is changing on so many levels. Given all these changes, it’s perhaps time to

as our contribution to

reassess our approach to strategy. At the risk of being viewed as a heretic, let

this

me suggest that the successful strategies going forward ...

global

narrative.

HAPPEN is indeed the story of many people all around the world who have
been living a radical transformation of the concept of work with its practices,
structures, and culture. From a mechanistic understanding of the world to an

Read the full article

organic one, from a focus on tools and structures to people’s worldviews, beliefs and growth.

Systemic wisdom for and beyond
systems change – A critical systems
perspective convening not only
indigenous traditions of wisdom

TheCC21 showed us that the moment to overcome this conflict has arrived.
Times are ripe, no need to wait any longer. We might well be the people we
have been waiting for. If this speaks to you, please reach out!
To know more about Happen: cocoon-pro.com/happen

European School of Governance, position paper #211029 by Louis Klein.

Start from our public telegram
channel @CocoonPro

Read the full article
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Isabela

Iñaki Pérez

Letizia Piangerelli

Taking
the leap

Living
Cocoon Pro

I sogni
come medicina

It was between a Wednesday and a

In many ways, Life in Cocoon Pro is like the

La nostra è una società che dà molta

Thursday, in the simultaneity of a no and a

life of any living organism, whether it is a

importanza allo stare svegli. L’uso efficiente

yes, that the way home made room for ...

forest or a company ...

del tempo sembra dipendere da ciò che ...

Read on Mozaic

Read on Mozaic

9

Read on Mozaic
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The Cocoon Pro Labs are our own innovation engine.
New knowledge, mastery and even new value proposition elements are developed here.
They are open and voluntary structures, working by specific processes designed for
proactively generating market-driven and high-quality value proposition.
It’s in the CP Labs that entrepreneurs and professional game-changers can express their best
contribution in the co-creation of the next Cocoon Projects.

COOKING

IN OUR

LABS

Stay tuned for the publication of all the
active Labs and their work at
labs.cocoonprojects.com

Organisation Design

Core2

There is a growing interest in

in specific complex domains, with

CORE² was born as a gesture of

Over the last 6 months, the team

organisations that are able to cope

Adaptive Organizing being one of

love, a special space for profes-

animating the CORE² Lab has

with increasing amounts of unre-

them.

sional and personal development

been

lenting change, while keeping a

This trail was born to support

leveraging Cocoon Pro’s mastery

at the service of people that are

clear strategic direction. But how

professionals in bringing true resil-

in supporting human systems

trying to harmonize who they are

do they do it?

ience to organizations, working

evolution

organizations

with what they do, discover their

Profound learning goes beyond

beyond the thousands of models,

of all shapes and sizes. Stelio

uniqueness, effectively navigate

theories, it flows through real life.

frameworks

This

Verzera, co-founder of Cocoon

phases of transitions and gain

And being able to nurture both

time, it is proposing and focusing

Pro, designed the first version in

concrete tools to achieve signif-

and allow them to co-live within a

on the deep understanding of the

2014 for his wife Claudia, as she

icant results through their work.

variety of contexts is part of a path

human system we’re facing and its

was going through a period of

to mastery. What if people could

natural evolution in practice.

great metamorphosis on a profes-

In particular, leveraging the last 8

experience this in a safe space?

sional and personal level. Session

years of workshops and action-re-

This lab supports the freshly-baked

after session, they discovered

search involving more than 500

Mastery Trails by Cocoon Pro and

together the profound changes

professionals from 5 countries

Nalu, which come to foster mastery

and concrete benefits that the

and very different sectors, we

methodology could generate and

are now in the process of devel-

decided that this value should

oping CORE² paths and services

be shared and brought to anyone

dedicated to individuals, facili-

who needed it. Since then, the

tators, teams and organizations.

and

theories.

Nalu

with

carefully

putting

CORE²

Wisdom arises when the pleasure of

In these weeks we are actively

CORE² method has become part

For each of these human systems,

doing something meets the need of

working on supporting the release

of the Cocoon Pro Labs.

this framework offers a unique

that thing to be done. With patience

of the Mastery Trails by Cocoon Pro,

we’ve bided our time the last 18

and we are re-starting the activities

months, putting our energies in

for new modules.

sustaining the emergence of a new

We believe it is now the moment

awareness.

to unleash the full potential of the

Related to all this, in a spirit

tive application context of the

coalescence of the different pieces

of sharing and co-learning, we

participants.

We willingly made all the Nalu

that have been seeded during the

have launched a Care4 series to

modules available to those organi-

pandemic.

allow HR, team leaders, execu-

You can find all this informa-

tive and life coaches, and serious

tion and much more on the new

journey and customized tools and

truly creates value, both for

series is designed to help under-

After years of tending the soil, the

techniques to set in motion expo-

people and for the ecosystem of

stand how the CORE² method

method is beginning to blossom.

nential growth driven by what

which they are a part.

generates value and how it could
be integrated in the respec-

zations who wanted to nurture the
personal evolution of their people,

We are doing it because we like it

games facilitators to explore

CORE² website here:

but we didn’t push any further

and because it is needed. And we

the principles, dynamics, key

www.core2method.com

change in Nalu itself.

hope that from this effort, wisdom

tools and canvases that support

can arise.

the

methodology.

Through

If you want to know more about

We knew time would come.

the sharing of concrete cases

CORE², please get in touch:

And now it has.

and practical experiments, the

core2method@cocoon-pro.com
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JAM NEWS
A Cocoon Pro Jam happens twice per year, at the beginning of each half. It is the most important CP governance event,
open to all members and contributors and lasting two or three days. During the CP Jam we cocreate our direction for the next
6 months. Here below you can have a peek at our last Jam.

#CPJAM

HIGHLIGHTS
There is a magical and unique feeling around coming home.

@isabelabcaria

This home is not necessarily a physical place, but a space where we

#CPJAM and its familiar magic in the air! I love how conversations

encounter a familiar yet different depth, where we encounter a mix

these days have met what we imagine beyond ourselves, towards

of old and new versions of ourselves and the special people who are

what we imagine for our society.
#2022h1 @CocoonPro

there with us, where we sync and recharge energies to go on to new
adventures.
Every 6 months, each time in a different location, we meet in this

@pellicors

generative space we call the CP Jam. In this Winter Jam Barcelona

3 great days of sharing and contributing. Deep conversations and

hosted most of us while some of us joined remotely. In between

feelings. The new 6 months Cocoon direction is clear now. We used
many tools, but this time I’m particularly grateful to the #dixit

sessions of work and reflections, we could finally enjoy a walk in the

cards. Now... Go go go! #2022h1 #cpjam #seriousgame #hardfun w/

woods and a gaze to the ocean, hugs and good food. Together, we

@CocoonPro

sowed the seeds of our focus for the next months.

MY FIRST JAM

@ShiverTweet

“

forget about it. Energy lives among people. It’s truly all about pe-

To those who think it is the organizational model that matters,

Very open and safe space to share different points of views.
Everybody is eager to learn, participate and enjoy the team.
First of all, focus for the next 6 months and also make a
strong commitment to go for it. It was like a river trip, from
the mountain to the blue ocean. I feel very grateful to Cocoon
for giving me the opportunity to be part of such an incredible
experience.

ople. All the rest follows. This #CPjam @CocoonPro has been yet
another humbling step of beauty, determination and togetherness.
Aloha #2022h1 jai ho

@AntoCipo

“

#participate

#listen

Fermarsi senza dare nulla per scontato. Chiedere alle teste, alle mani e
alle pance dove siamo e dove vogliamo andare. Ascoltarsi, conoscersi e
riconoscersi vivendo insieme esperienze significative. Questo e molto

#thirdalternative

altro è la #CPJam di @CocoonPro Difficile da spiegare a parole.

Andoni Malaxetxebarria

@hoxeheome
#CPjam also means walking in front of the sea with valuable people talking
about seeds to be nurtured. #2022H1 @letiziapian @AntoCipo #Playful
#serious #game

“

The first word that came to my mind was powerful. It was
really nice to flow with the generative process, see things
emerging and in the end concrete outcomes, actually, tangible
collective results. What I bring home is this energy that could
really inspire this new beginning into this new ride with
Cocoon. It was about letting the system emerge through
immersion.

@emagorse
The #CPjam #2022h1 is showing how strategic-vs-practical,
conceptual-vs-operational, deep-vs-superficial conversations are
actually the same flow. It is scary in some way, but it is a path that

“

#collectiveintelligence

#trust

once you meet it you cannot ignore it anymore.

#Cocoonrocks

@ShiverTweet
The conversation in this #CPjam has readily blown our mind, and
now it’s free to sense what this deep pull from the future is about,

Giorgia Carloni

how to heed it, who to be in it. Feels like home again, #2022H1
game on @CocoonPro
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A WORD

WHAT WE CAN DO FOR YOU

ABOUT US

In Cocoon Pro we practice first-hand and continuously evolve
today’s most relevant work principles and techniques. These
ongoing flows of learning, together with intense and continuous field operations at the side of national and international
Customers, highlight Cocoon Pro as the ideal partner for true
strategic and operational evolution.
We have designed our whole service framework to provide
you with sound results in boosting three vital and interdependent characteristics of your organization: relevance,
resilience and resonance.

WHAT IS COCOON PRO?
Cocoon Pro is a last-generation company devoted to enabling a

We foster the birth of a world of work based on interbeing aware-

RELEVANCE

healthy evolution of the very concept of work, worldwide since 2011.

ness and generative practices. And we know that this quest enables

How to have a bearing on your stakeholders’ lives in

Her customers are organizations longing for deep shifts in how people

unparalleled levels of relevance, resilience and resonance for our

a rapidly changing world? Surviving as an organiza-

and technologies, together, can raise unprecedented performance.

Customers. We’re able to design and co-execute tailored evolu-

tion implies keeping your relevance. Growing it, means

tionary paths for any organization on the many interdependent

attracting increasing streams of resources from all of your

scopes of this scenario.

stakeholders and, ultimately, thriving.

Our goal is to make this change really happen.

RESILIENCE

It’s been designed to be effective, open and adaptive for cultivating
evolutionary mastery. First in Europe in devising a completely emergent organizational setup, and known globally as a “small giant”
generating exponential value, Cocoon Pro is directly involved in the

The rate of change is bursting. Your work scenario evolves

edge of international efforts evolving work itself.

quickly, and it impacts both your decision making and operational priority management. Resilience is, at least, the ability to
adjust to the stress of these changes. At best, it is feeding on it
and becoming stronger and better.

HOW WE WORK
We work iteratively. Establishing a rhythmic heartbeat of small inter-

The Evolution Flow integrates in a coherent framework entire systems

RESONANCE

In the evolution of your organization across the three

ventions for a deep and concrete evolution. Our commitment is to

of thought like Socio-Technical Systems Theory, Lean Thinking,

In a context of increasing complexity, the good news is that

scopes of relevance, resilience and resonance, we

leave you better at every iteration, while we navigate towards your full

Complex Adaptive Systems theory, and it is based on a few original

exponential dynamics are readily at hand. Instead of focusing

potential. Our own way of doing so is called Evolution Flow, and it

conceptual frameworks of what a human work-system is and how it

on warfare-like strategies based on conquering and protecting,

is the result of more than 10 years of experiences working with very

evolves towards its full potential.

you can now tap into ecosystemic opportunities able to amplify
your energies by orders of magnitude.

different organizations all around the world, deep study across many
decades of work and methodologies by outstanding giants, and — not

Applying it is an iterative journey based on the careful repetition of

least — a decade of collaborations with experienced professionals

three steps. First, disturbing the work system, introducing some-

in the domains of org development, change, strategy, org design,

thing that calls for an adaptation. Second, discovering how the system

psychology, team work, and much more.

digests it, in the whole of its depth. Third, directing the energy that
this variation generates towards the desired evolution, also building

The Evolution Flow is the art, science and craft of answering one

momentum for the next iteration.

simple and key question:
We carefully introduce new habits as disturbances, able to nurture

What is the next natural step of evolution
that this organization can make?

provide specific services in these nine different areas

three types of evolution in harmony with each other: operational,
behavioral, and psychological evolution. And we do it through the
design and execution of group or large-group workshops, operational
coaching, work-system design sessions, methodological and founda-

As simple as the question is, finding good answers requires a profound

tional inceptions, internal events, work-streams and communities

respect for the identity, context and trajectory of each organization. It

seeding and evolution.

demands attention to the whole depth of the human system and, most

THE TOOLS WE’LL BRING YOU
We work with about 40 different tools, and commit to
continuous mastery development on each.
All the tools we use are devised to engage the wholeness of the person, rational and emotional.
Whatever the mix of tools we design for, our utmost
attention is on the flow experience of the participants,
be it live or remotely.
Over many years, we have seen all kinds of people
having fun while achieving their greatest results.

GET IN TOUCH WITH US, LET’S HAVE A CHAT

importantly, to the intimate relationships between its technical and
social layers.

Learn more about the Evolution Flow here

www.cocoon-pro.com
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MEET LIQUIDO

™

What is LiquidO™

2. Better and faster information processing.

You might have heard of a new breed of organisational models, responding

tences evolution. Too many info to process in order to succeed. Moreover,

to the fast growing adaptability, engagement and collaboration needs

on the other hand, the distance between where and how in the organi-

within modern company structures. Or you might have simply experienced

zation strategies are created, and where and how they have to be executed

the sound problems of slowness, rigidity, bureaucracy, disengagement

too often creates waste, lack of effectiveness or even complete failure.

along with various kinds of waste and bottlenecks that “traditional”

Non-peer evaluation, silos and recruiting inefficiency are additional

organisational models generate and suffer nowadays.

heavy side-defects of an organizational design philosophy based on the

This is what LiquidOTM is all about: the original “liquid organisation”

two illusions of control and predictability, and therefore actualized with

model for governance, born from direct experience within Cocoon Pro

structural divisions between thinking and doing.

and in use in a growing number of for profit and not-for-profit organisa-

LiquidO™ is a viable and operational way to let all the brilliant people in

tions willing to get liquid.

the company effectively emerge. Anybody can join each wave, surf it and

Liquefying an organization means disrupting the industrial-age driven

enrich it, so to say. And leveraging different viewpoints, backgrounds and

assumptions on which rigid structures are designed and move on to make

competences today is definitely critical to succeed in taking better and

it adaptive, dynamic and anti-fragile. Based on lean management and

faster decisions.

Hierarchies are a sound bottleneck both for decision making and compe-

open collaboration principles, the LiquidOTM model is fluid,
meritocratic and value-driven, enabling stigmergic

3. Engagement and spontaneous leadership.

behaviour and “organic” effectiveness.

People are key in this picture. In fact, within
LiquidO™ everyone can decide whether to

Why you would
want it in your
organisation
Rigidly structured organiza-

join a process or not, try, and consequently determine her level by fast
feedback loops from frequent and
specific peer-reviews driven by

COLLABORATIVE
WORKING BOARD

the actual delivered value.

CONTRIBUTION
ACCOUNTING

Besides a natural engagement
due to continuous feedback

tions cannot cope with the

and consequently improving

current pace of innovation

results, within this scenario

and

let

it’s really difficult to deny

alone exploit it. We need a

emerging problems. Within

completely different mindset

the old way of thinking the

its

complexity,

and consequently new models.
And we need them to be simple
and people-centric.
This

is

exactly

why

organizations

REPUTATION
TRACKING

COLLABORATIVE
DECISIONMAKING

very

often

conflicts, work overload, sense
of impotence, lack of decision

LiquidO™

power, absence of endorsement,

was born.

unfair treatment and misalignments
are among the real causes of failures.

1. Real-time adaptability.

There is much more that can be done today, if

The industrial age organisational approach, where

only we let go of control, predictability and rigidity.

each area is defined as a restricted group of activities coherent

LiquidO™ moves structures, processes and the organization

to one another, has its biggest limitations in the risk to fall in fragmented,

itself away from the center, where it is assumed that people have to adapt

sealed administration and culture. As the company grows, so grows the

to them, instead shifting the focus on people and truly empowering

complex ramification, branching and costs of these models. Lack of

them to dynamically find their maximum value creation spot within

communication, heavy bureaucracy, disastrous efficiency.

the organization, expressing leadership effectively and without fear,

The completely different perspective realized by LiquidO™, in fact relying

naturally growing and being rewarded for this.

on people and competences without fixed roles, provides an integrated

				

and adaptive business management scenario shifted to a systemic

Read the whole LiquidO™ whitepaper.

approach, pragmatically meritocratic and inherently capable of real time

Creative Commons at liquidorganisation.info

adaptability to any context. It’s just like water, some would say.
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It is available in

